Enterprise Architecture Capability Development
Service Definition
Enterprise Architects (EAL) Enterprise Architecture Capability Development (EACD) service helps clients to rapidly
establish a mature EA capability. Our EACD practice is our signature product used by over 100 global clients to cost
effectively achieve an integrated, value adding EA function. Armed with a wealth of best practice methods, techniques
and frameworks using our BLEAMTM (Benefits Led Enterprise Architecture Method) within a six phase approach. Clients
usually achieve CMMI level 3/4. Typical outcomes of EACD implementation are an EA function integrated with change
management, business strategy linked transformational roadmaps and an EA tool and repository of accurate content.
How we deliver this service

Typical Deliverables

Each phase incrementally evolves the EA capability. EAL pragmatically
selects, develops and applies value adding parts of TOGAFTM with essential
architecture artefacts needed to interpret corporate strategies to establish an
Architecture Vision; provide an accurate view of the Baseline Architecture
that is managed and monitored by effective EA governance processes;
scientifically determine the Target Architecture, gap analysis and impact
assessment detailing projects/work packages in a transformational roadmap.
You will be able to sustain the capability through mentoring and skills transfer.
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Efficient, trusted and lean approach used
by over 100 global companies
A unique selling point is our ability to
establish self funded benefit led
opportunities and solutions through
sophisticated architecture
development techniques
Delivery and analysis through powerful
EA management tools
Experts at enterprise, domain and
solution architecture
Certified TOGAFTM professional services
provider and contributor

Enterprise Architects

Phase 1: EA Project Initiation and Mobilisation
Phase 2: Establish EA Governance
Phase 3: Baseline EA
Phase 4: Target EA
Phase 5: Transformation Roadmaps
Phase 6: EA Sustainability
Optional: Business Case Development
Optional: EA Training

Clients that have used this service

How we work with you
www.enterprisearchitects.eu/howweworkwithyou
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